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Anna Starobinets

Awkward Age
Horror novella and collection of short stories. Moscow 2005. 240 pages

Publishers: Japan/ Kawade Shobo, Turkey/ Fol Kitap

Awards: 2014 Prix Masterton

A boy turning into the anthill is the striking metaphor of the awkward age deve-
loped in the head title. An ant-queen gets into his head through the ear when he 
is six and starts setting the ant colony inside his body, believing that such symbi-
otic existence can open the new horizons for the ants. The story sounds in three 
authentic voices: the boy’s mother’s, his twin-sister’s and his own. The most stun-
ning part of the novella is the boy’s diary. His voice, so touching in the first entries, 
little by little turns into the collective voice of the ants living inside him and making 
him obey their needs. Having started as a family story about a divorced mother 
with two kids who have to live through the awkward age, the narrative switches 
unexpectedly to a nearly Kafkaesque one.

Two lovers in the apocalyptic Moscow settings, neither of whom knows that they 
are both dead.

An agent working for a “coincidence management” agency, who turns out to be 
chasing himself.

A lonely guy who cherishes a saucepan forgotten in the fridge and thus turns it 
into a loveable monster.

A man traveling between two towns unable to figure out which one of them is 
real.

A child who kills his mother for not keeping the rules of his secret game.

Anna Starobinets was born in Moscow in 1978. She is a Russian and Israely citizen, writer and scriptwriter who works in various genres: sci-
fi, dystopias and horrors for adults, fairy and detective stories for children. She is a widow of Alexander Garros, a renown writer from Latvia. 
Starobinets was in opposition to Russian government for the last years, and after the beginning of war with Ukraine she escaped from 
Russia with her two children and a dog.

“….wickedly clever talent of this young “Queen of Russian Horror”.“
TMT MAGAZINE


